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Abstract5

In situations of poverty, do people take more or less risk? Some theories state that poverty6

makes people ‘vulnerable’: they cannot buffer against losses, and therefore avoid risk. Yet,7

other theories state the opposite: poverty makes people ‘desperate’: they have little left to8

lose, and therefore take risks. Each theory has some support: most studies find a negative9

association between resources and risk taking, but risky behaviors such as crime are more10

common in deprived populations. Here, we test the ‘desperation threshold’ model, which11

integrates both hypotheses. The model assumes that people attempt to stay above a critical12

level of resources, representing their ‘basic needs’. Just above the threshold, people have13

too much to lose, and should avoid risk. Below it, they have little to lose, and should take14

risks. We conducted preregistered tests of this prediction using longitudinal data of 47215

adults over the age of 25 in France and the UK, who completed a survey once a month for 1216

months. We examined whether risk taking first increased and then decreased as a function of17

objective and subjective financial resources. Results supported this prediction for subjective18

resources, but not for objective resources. Next, we tested whether risk taking varies more19

among people who have fewer resources. We find strong evidence for both more extreme risk20

avoidance and more extreme risk taking in this group. We rule out alternative explanations21

related to question comprehension and measurement error, and discuss implications of our22

findings for welfare states, poverty, and crime.23
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Significance statement24

In a longitudinal study of French and British adults, we find that the greatest risk taking and25

the most extreme risk avoidance both occur among people facing situations of poverty. This26

reconciles two apparently incompatible views in social sciences, linking poverty respectively27

with risk avoidance and with risk taking. We propose that both emerge from a ‘desperation28

threshold’: those who can only just meet their basic needs avoid risk, while those who can29

not must take risks, to get a chance to get their head out of water. Thus, many people from30

deprived populations likely forgo profitable risky opportunities out of ‘vulnerability’, locking31

them in poverty. Yet, risky activities such as crime are frequent in such populations, out of32

‘desperation’.33

Introduction34

In situations of poverty, do individuals tend to take more or fewer risks? On this question,35

there are, as Banerjee puts it, “at least two distinct and, prima facie, inconsistent views of36

poverty” (1). The first is that poverty makes individuals “vulnerable”: they have barely37

enough to make ends meet and would suffer too much from a resource loss. Therefore, they38

avoid risk. The second is that poverty makes individuals “desperate”: they have little to39

lose, and are ready to gamble to have a chance to get out of poverty, since their situation40

cannot get much worse. Therefore, they take more risks. Even though these two views41

predict opposite associations between levels of resources and risk taking, both can be found42

in theories across the social sciences (for examples of the view that poverty increases risk43

taking, see 2, 3–6, for examples of the view that poverty decreases risk taking, see 7, 8–10).44

Both views have also been used to make sense of empirical findings. The idea that poor45

people avoid risk has been invoked to explain the lack of professional specialization (10), a46

reluctance to adopt new technologies or to invest in education (7) and even the persistence47

of poverty (7, 11). On the other hand, the idea that the poor have ‘little to lose’, and48

therefore seek risk, has been invoked to explain higher prevalence of crime (12), gambling49

(13) or migration (14) in deprived populations (3, 5, 15).50

The empirical record is also mixed (16–19). In high-income countries, most cross-sectional51

studies found individuals with a lower income or wealth to take fewer risks in experimental52

gamble tasks (e.g., 20, 21, 22, for a review, see 23). In low-income countries, some studies53

also reported less risk taking (11), but others found no association (24–26), or even more risk54

taking. For instance, the poorest Indian farmers were found to be extremely willing to take55

risks (27). Other studies focused on extreme scarcity, and found an increase in risk taking.56

Among Madagascar poor farmers, food insecurity was found to be the best positive predictor57

of risk taking in hypothetical gambles (28). Another study used the choice between drought-58

resistant camels and more productive but riskier small livestock, as a proxy of risk taking59

among four herder groups (29). In three of the four groups, the poorest households kept60

mostly small livestock, in a “a very risky and ‘boom or bust’ short-term strategy” (p. 9). To61

sum up, there is a crucial inconsistency: two bodies of work propose and document exactly62

opposite associations between poverty and risk taking. Both views are intuitively appealing,63

and both can be found in the empirical record. Both could be useful further down the line,64
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to explain other empirical findings, e.g. respectively, occupational choices and crime.65

In two theoretical papers, de Courson and colleagues (30, 31) showed that the two opposite66

associations could be produced by a single underlying mechanism: a ‘desperation threshold’.67

They assumed that individuals have ‘basic needs’ that they try to always meet. Formally,68

individuals aim to maintain their level of resources above some ‘desperation threshold’. Just69

above this threshold – where individuals can make ends meet, but only just – they should70

avoid risks, so as to not fall below it. However, below this threshold, individuals should71

take risks, to have a chance to get their head above the water. We elaborate the model and72

its predictions in section 2. The notion of a desperation threshold is not new; analogous73

ideas have emerged independently in disparate fields of research, including behavioral ecol-74

ogy (32), psychology (33, 34), agricultural economics (35, 36), development economics (37),75

anthropology (38) or political science (39).76

The desperation threshold has been explicitly tested in lab experiments (34, 40–45). Par-77

ticipants typically play a game that includes an artificial threshold, such as a minimum78

number of points needed to obtain a monetary payoff at the end of the game. The results of79

such studies show that people tend to behave in accordance with the theoretical prediction,80

taking fewer risks when their resource level is above the threshold, and more below. These81

findings suggest that people are able to adjust their behavior accordingly when confronted82

to a threshold. But they tell us little about behavior in natural environments. Do such83

thresholds exist outside the lab, and do they affect the behavior of a sizeable fraction of the84

population?85

Evidence of the desperation threshold in real-world settings is scarce, in part because cross-86

sectional studies are often ill-suited to testing threshold effects. Such studies tend to model87

risk taking as a linear function of resources, while the desperation threshold predicts a non-88

linear mapping (a U- or V-shape): poverty should reduce risk taking up to some point, and89

then increase it. Nevertheless, several studies are informative. For instance, (46) estimated90

risk tolerance by quintiles of income and wealth in the Health and Retirement Study panel.91

Consistent with the desperation threshold, the poorest and the richest quintiles were the92

most risk tolerant, both for income and wealth. Recently, (47) documented in the same93

dataset that those who strongly depended on social security – those with the fewer resources94

– were significantly more risk-tolerant the day before receiving welfare checks, when they are95

most likely to be below the threshold, than at other times.96

In anthropology, (48) presented evidence of a U-shape between herd value and risk taking97

– but the small size of the sample (23 Andean farmers) limits statistical inference. (49)98

estimated a subsistence threshold in extremely deprived neighbourhoods of Bogota, and99

found preliminary evidence of a jump in risk taking at that point – but again, the sample100

size was not sufficient to draw firm conclusions. In principle, though, any dataset that101

includes measures of resources and risk taking could be used to test the hypothesis, as long102

as there are enough people above and below the desperation threshold. In sum, there is some103

evidence from diverse populations of U or V shaped relationships between material resources104

and risk tolerance, but the number of studies is limited and many of them are based on small105

samples.106
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To our knowledge, only a few studies explicitly tested for a U- or V-shape between resources107

and risk taking in the real world. In anthropology, (48) presented evidence of a U-shape108

between herd value and risk taking – but the small size of the sample (23 Andean farmers)109

makes it hard to draw conclusions. (49) tried to estimate a subsistence threshold in extremely110

poor neighbourhoods of Bogota, and found suggestive evidence of a jump in risk taking at111

that point – but again, the sample size was not sufficient to draw firm conclusions. In112

principle, though, any dataset containing resources and risk taking measures could be used113

to test our hypothesis, if it contains enough participants above and below the desperation114

threshold.115

In this paper, we first offer a succinct formalization of the desperation threshold model, from116

which we derive the predicted non-linear relation between resources and risk taking. Then117

we test those predictions using the Changing Cost of Living dataset (50), a survey of British118

and French adults that includes questions about participant’s levels of resources across time,119

as well as a measure of risk taking. Moreover, these questions concerned not only income,120

but also essential costs and subjective feelings of poverty.121

Theory122

The desperation threshold idea can be summarised as follows: humans have a strong prefer-123

ence for having at least some amount of resources that represent their ‘basic needs’. Above124

this level, they continue to derive utility from resources, but this is a less important motiva-125

tion than keeping their basic needs secured. We can formalise this threshold with a utility126

function. The initial set of models captured this idea with a jump in the utility function (51),127

or even a step function, representing life and death (32). Here, we assume a more general128

sigmoid shape. The utility function features a steep region, representing that at some point,129

resources are particularly valuable because they secure basic needs. Below the threshold, the130

utility function is relatively flat, representing the intuition that one has ‘little more to lose’131

at some point. Above the threshold, we assume that utility increases linearly with resources.132

In theoretical models, de Courson and colleagues (30, 31) obtained a similar shape for the133

value function in, by assuming that utility was reduced for every time step spent below a134

threshold.135

Our utility function is therefore: 1
1+𝑒−𝑥 + 𝟙𝑥>0

𝑥
50 , where 𝑥 represents resources and the136

threshold is placed at 0. Figure 1A represents this utility function, and highlights the central137

result of the model. Below the threshold, the function is convex: one has more to win than138

to lose, and should therefore take risks. Above the threshold, the function is concave: one139

has more to lose than to win, and should therefore avoid risks.140

Let us imagine an individual deciding between different actions that can earn or cost some141

resources, with different probabilities. We can use the function in figure 1A to compute which142

one maximises his expected utility; that is, which actions would make them, on average, the143

most satisfied given their current state. In particular, we can use it to predict the answer144

in the survey data we analyse in section 3. Participants were asked whether they preferred145

a 50% chance of getting £800, or a sure chance of getting £𝑥, with 𝑥 being progressively146

increased up to 800. In Figure 1B, we plot the ‘certainty equivalent’ depending on resources,147
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Figure 1: Desperation threshold utility function (A) and resulting predicted relationship
between resource and risk taking, with perfect observation (B) and with noisy observation,
with larger noise on resources (C)

i.e.the value 𝑥 that one has to offer for sure for the participant to be indifferent with the risky148

choice (a 50% chance of getting £800), if the participant had the utility function shown in149

figure 1A.The prediction is shown in Figure 1B: below the threshold, people should take risks150

even when the expected value of the certain option is higher than that of the risky options,151

whereas just above the threshold they should avoid risks even when the certain payoff has a152

worse expected value than the risky option. Note that the switch to risk taking occurs below153

the threshold here, since participants can only gain resources in the task. The switch from154

risk avoidance to risk taking is reached around 𝑥 = −400: there, participants are indifferent155

between £400 with certainty (that is, ending precisely at the desperation threshold) and a156

50% chance of getting £800: their utility function is approximately symmetric around 0,157

they have as much to win as to lose. Thus, our first prediction is that risk taking should be158

a V-shape function of resources.159

Now, what if resources were only imperfectly observed? As risk taking varies abruptly with160

resources around the desperation threshold, knowing whether an individual is just-above or161

just-below is crucial for prediction. In practice, it might not be realistic: resources are not162

perfectly measured, and the threshold may vary from individual to individual. In Figure163

1C, we present our prediction for a case where resources are observed with a large noise (sd164

= £500) and certainty equivalents with less noise (sd = £50). The V-shape is not visible165

anymore, but we obtain a triangle-shaped scatter plot. This is the basis of our second166

prediction: risk taking should be more variable at the bottom of the resources distribution,167

since it comprises both just-above- and below-the-threshold individuals, with opposite levels168

of risk taking. In section 3, we test these predictions against the Changing Cost of Living169

Dataset.170

Methods171

Panel172

We used the data collected for the project The Changing Cost of Living study (for a complete173

description of this data collection, see (50); protocols available at https://osf.io/e8g3p). The174
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Table 1: Demographic characteristics of the samples. Ns in this table represent numbers of
participants. Variables are as reported in the first month of the study (September 2022).
Financial strain is a self-report variable of how the respondent is managing financially.

  France UK Overall
(N=232) (N=240) (N=472)

Gender
Woman 118 (50.9%) 123 (51.3%) 241 (51.1%)
Man 113 (48.7%) 116 (48.3%) 229 (48.5%)
PNTS 1 (0.4%) 1 (0.4%) 2 (0.4%)

Age
Mean (SD) 41.2 (8.45) 42.2 (12.3) 41.7 (10.6)
Median [Min, Max] 41.0 [25.0, 59.0] 40.0 [24.0, 76.0] 41.0 [24.0, 76.0]
Missing 3 (1.3%) 0 (0%) 3 (0.6%)

Financial strain
Finding it very difficult 12 (5.2%) 10 (4.2%) 22 (4.7%)
Finding it quite difficult 26 (11.2%) 22 (9.2%) 48 (10.2%)
Just about getting by 75 (32.3%) 51 (21.3%) 126 (26.7%)
Doing alright 97 (41.8%) 112 (46.7%) 209 (44.3%)
Living comfortably 22 (9.5%) 40 (16.7%) 62 (13.1%)
Missing 0 (0%) 5 (2.1%) 5 (1.1%)

authors recruited in September 2022 a panel of 232 French and 240 British adults over the175

age of 25. Participants were invited to complete a survey once a month for 12 months. On176

average, participants completed 10.05 of the 12 surveys each (sd 2.98). In August 2023, when177

the study ended, 157 (65,4%) and 216 (93,1%) of the original participants responded. Table178

1 shows participant demographics. The panels were not nationally representative, and were179

skewed towards the low end of their respective national income distributions, especially in180

France (see (50) for more details).181

Measures182

The full set of measures is described in the Objective resources. Participants reported the183

amount of income received into their household in the reference month (i.e., net of taxes184

and including benefits). The mean income of participants was 3437€ and the median 3000€185

(sd=2117.1). For costs, participants reported the amounts paid out for rent/mortgage, water,186

residence-based taxes, and energy (electricity, gas, oil) in the previous month. We summed187

these amounts to obtain an estimate of unavoidable living costs. UK figures were converted188

to euros at a purchasing-power parity rate. We logged income and cost variables (adding €1189

because of zeroes), to reduce positive skew. Our objective resources variable is the difference190

between the log-transformed income and unavoidable costs. Since the difference in logs is191

the log of the ratio, this variable measures the proportional relationship of household income192
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to unavoidable costs. Negative values (1.6% of cases) indicate failure of income to even cover193

unavoidable costs.194

Subjective resources. Participants were asked several questions about their subjective risk of195

losing resources: their destitution risk (“To what extent do you feel at risk of destitution?”),196

their housing risk (“To what extent do you feel at risk of risk of losing a suitable place to197

live?”) and their employment risk (“To what extent do you feel at risk of risk of losing198

a suitable employment?”). Participants answered these three questions on a 0-100 scale,199

which we summed and reverse coded to compute our subjective resources measure. The200

three variables had a Cronbach’s alpha of 0.87. To avoid a right-skew (a large number of201

participants reported almost zero on those three measures), we applied a square root trans-202

formation, as preliminary tests revealed that this transformation produced a Gaussian-like203

distribution, then a z-score transformation. Subjectives resources were moderately correlated204

with objective resources (r = 0.27, p < .001).205

Qualitative financial insecurity questions. The survey also asked qualitative questions related206

to their poverty. In our analysis, we used the questions “How dissatisfied or satisfied are207

you with the income of your household in the last month?”, “Thinking about last week, was208

there a time when you or others in your household were hungry but did not eat because209

you could not afford to?” and “How often has your household used a food bank, or similar210

service, in the last month?”.211

Risk taking. Participants were asked whether they preferred a 50% chance of getting £800,212

or £x for sure, with x ranging from £100 to £700. We used the number of risky bets213

(choosing 50% chance of getting £800) that participants preferred as our measure of risk214

taking. If participants were perfectly consistent, this measure would be proportional to the215

minimum certainty equivalent that we presented in Figure 1B. But it is more robust to a216

‘trembling hand’ of the participants: if a participant mistakenly refuses the least risky bet,217

but is actually risk-indifferent, then our measure will almost be correct (3 instead of 4, while218

the minimum certainty equivalent would have yielded 1). On average, participants accepted219

2.31 of the 7 bets (sd= 1.6). Participants were weakly-to-moderately stable over time in220

their risk taking: the intra-class correlation coefficient (ICC) was 0.48.221

Time-discounting Participants were asked whether they preferred £100 now or £𝑥 90 days222

from now, with x ranging from 110 to 170. We used the number of immediate choices as our223

time discounting measure. We use this variable in our exploratory analysis (see below), to224

contrast the results we obtained with risk taking.225

Analysis strategy226

We first investigated graphically the relationship between resources and risk taking. We then227

ran five confirmatory tests of our predictions relating risk taking to resource levels. These228

analysis were preregistered here: https://osf.io/g4x8t/, and here: https://osf.io/54hfq/. In229

the results section, we present each test twice, using respectively objective and subjective230

resources. P-values are corrected for this multiple comparison using Holm-Bonferroni method.231

These tests are divided in two distinct groups, differing in their level of severity to test our232

hypothesis (see below). The two groups relate respectively to figure 1B, and figure 1C.233
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In our first group of analyses (analysis 1), we predicted that risk taking would follow a V-234

shape of resources. First, we fitted mixed effects polynomial models, to test for evidence of a235

non-linear relationship between resources and risk taking. Second, we fitted segmented linear236

models, to estimate the association below and after a ‘changepoint’, fitted with maximum237

likelihood. This approach is less standard in psychology, and has been judged problematic in238

exploratory analyses (Breit et al. 2023). However, our analysis is confirmatory, and our model239

prediction is closer to a broken-stick relationship (Figure 1B) than a smooth polynomial. We240

constrained the model to have the two regression lines connected, by fitting the following241

formula: 𝑟𝑖𝑠𝑘_𝑡𝑎𝑘𝑖𝑛𝑔 = 𝛽0 + 𝛽1(𝑟 − 𝑐𝑝)(𝑟 ≤ 𝑐𝑝) + 𝛽2(𝑟 − 𝑐𝑝)(𝑟 > 𝑐𝑝) + controls, where 𝑐𝑝242

is the changepoint and 𝑟 stands for the resources.243

In both analyses, we included random effects of participants and controlled for age and244

gender, two variables known to influence risk taking (5, 21). These analyses of this first245

group are the most severe tests of our model.246

Our second group of analyses (analysis 2) tested the less specific prediction, that having little247

resources can lead either to greater or less risk taking, and hence that risk taking should248

be more variable in individuals with fewer resources. Our reasoning for this prediction was249

as follows: our resource measures may be too noisy for discriminating when individuals are250

just below the threshold and when they are just above, especially since the threshold might251

vary between individuals. In this case, we might not be able to identify a single switch point252

between risk avoidance and risk taking, but we should still expect a mixture of risk takers253

and risk avoiders at the bottom of the resource distribution, whereas risk preference should254

be more homogenous higher in the distribution (Figure 1B). We therefore tested in three255

ways whether variance in risk taking was higher among individuals with fewer resources.256

Specifically, we tested:257

(i) whether variance in risk taking was higher among individuals reporting that ”managing258

financially is very difficult”;259

(ii) whether squared residuals of a linear model were higher at the bottom of the resource260

distribution; and261

(iii) whether participants with lower resources were less stable over time in their risk taking.262

This second group of analyses represents a less severe test of the model than the third one,263

in the sense that the predicted result could be obtained under less stringent conditions, and,264

as a result, more alternative explanations could be proposed (see Discussion).265

Finally, we ran a exploratory analysis that was not preregistered. There, we used all the266

available resources variable to isolate the most deprived individuals, according to different267

criteria. We computed descriptive statistics of risk taking in these categories: the mean,268

variance, and prevalence of extreme values, and compared them to the full sample population.269

We also contrasted the results with the ones obtained with richest individuals, and using time270

discounting instead of risk taking.271
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Results272

Visualisations273

To obtain an initial visualization of how risk taking and resources were related, we examined274

the average values on the six resource-related variables of people choosing each of the possible275

numbers of risky options (0-7). The results are shown in figure 2. An inverted V-shape was276

found for every variable. In other words, both the participants who were ready to take the277

least and the most risks were more likely to use a food bank and to be food insecure, to278

have fewer objective and subjective resources, to be less satisfied with their income, and to279

report to be managing worse financially. In particular, the two extreme categories in risk280

taking were about three times more likely than the three central categories to have been281

food insecure and to have used a food bank.282

Objective Resources Income Satisfaction Subjective Resources

Food Bank use Food Insecurity Managing Financially

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 0 1 2 3 4 5 6
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Figure 2: The various resource measures in the data set summarized by risk taking answer.
In these plots, we have pooled together the participants who accepted six and seven risky
bets, to have a large enough group. The error bars represent 1 standard error of the mean.
The y-scales are inverted for the food bank and food insecurity variable, so that a lower score
on all variables indicates capture lack of resources.

Analysis 1:283

Polynomial regressions284

We fitted a cubic polynomial of resources on risk taking. We predicted that the fitted285

polynomial would feature an inflection point in the lower half of the resource distribution.286

This prediction was supported with subjective resources, but not with objective resources,287

which showed an almost linear relationship (Figure 3A & B). We predicted that a quadratic288

or cubic model would fit the association of resources to risk taking better than a linear one.289
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For objective resources, it was not the case: both the quadratic and the cubic model have290

a higher AIC (11587.8 and 11588.6 respectively) than the linear one (11585.8). Neither can291

reject the linear model in a likelihood ratio test (𝜒2= 0.021, 𝑝 = 0.884 for the quadratic292

model, 𝜒2= 0.021, 𝑝 = 0.555 for the cubic one). As a preregistered follow up analysis, we293

fitted higher degree polynomials, looking for the model with the least AIC. No model had a294

lower AIC than the linear one.295

With subjective resources, a cubic model had a lower AIC (11602.8) than the linear one296

(11603.4), the quadratic one (11604.1) and any higher degree model. However, the superior297

fit of the cubic model over the linear one was not significant in a likelihood ratio test (4.626,298

𝑝 = 0.198).299

Segmented mixed models300

We fitted segmented mixed models between resource variables and risk taking. The change-301

point was fitted by maximum likelihood, testing all possible values to identify the breakpoint302

giving the smallest deviance. In Figure S2, we plot the deviance of the model, depending on303

the changepoint location.304
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Table 2: Table 2: Standardised coefficients of the model
using objective resources as independent variable.

Variable Estimate Std. Error df t value p-value

Intercept 0.036 0.058 1149 0.617 0.537

Objective Resources (before changepoint) -0.004 0.035 4783 -0.115 0.908

Objective Resources (after changepoint) 0.046 0.02 4606 2.339 0.019 *

Age -0.086 0.033 550 -2.622 0.009 **

Gender: prefers not to say -0.285 0.234 4589 -1.218 0.223

Gender: self-describe -1.137 0.821 4801 -1.385 0.166

Gender: woman -0.222 0.06 726 -3.665 0 ***

p-values are uncorrected and rounded to three decimals. Stars represent significance levels: * p < 0.05; ** p
< 0.01; *** p < 0.001

Table 3: Table 3: Standardised coefficients of the model
using subjective resources as independent variable.

Variable Estimate Std. Error df t value p-value

Intercept 0.013 0.061 1124 0.217 0.828

Subjective Resources (before changepoint) -1.088 0.436 3796 -2.494 0.013 *

Subjective Resources (after changepoint) 0.057 0.023 2698 2.435 0.015 *

Age -0.088 0.033 552 -2.658 0.008 **

Gender: prefers not to say -0.286 0.234 4603 -1.222 0.222

Gender: self-describe -1.128 0.82 4813 -1.376 0.169

Gender: woman -0.218 0.061 731 -3.584 0 ***

p-values are uncorrected and rounded to three decimals. Stars represent significance levels: * p < 0.05; ** p <
0.01; *** p < 0.001

Tables 2 and 3 show the scaled coefficients and the associated significance two-sided t-tests,305

for objective and subjective resources respectively. Figures 3C and 3D show the patterns306

between resources and risk taking predicted by the fitted models. With objective resources,307
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we obtained the predicted V-shape (see Figure 3C). The slope of the association was sig-308

nificantly different from zero above the changepoint, but not below. The changepoint was309

found at the extreme bottom of the distribution (99% of the observations are above).310

With subjective resources, all our predictions were supported. We obtained a V-shape, with311

resources having a significantly negative effect below and significantly positive above the312

threshold. After correction for multiple comparison with objective resources, both tests313

remained significant (𝑝 = 0.025 and 𝑝 = 0.03). As predicted, the changepoint was found at314

the lower end of the resource distribution (3.9% of the data points are below it). The effect315

below the threshold was 19 times stronger than the effect above the threshold. We had not316

predicted a stronger effect below the changepoint in our preregistration, but this is clearly317

an implication of the desperation threshold model (Figure 2A). Figure S2 revealed that a318

one could account almost as well for the data with a slightly higher changepoint (11% of the319

data points were below it). As a robustness check, we checked that our predictions were also320

supported with this alternative changepoint. Table S1 presents the scaled coefficients of this321

model. A V-shape was also found, with a significant effect on both sides of the changepoint.322
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Figure 3: Risk taking predictions by the nonlinear statistical models
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Analysis 2: do poor individuals vary more in risk taking?323

Is there more variance in risk taking among close-to-the-edge participants?324

In our second analysis, we predicted that there would be more variance in risk taking at the325

bottom of the resources distribution. We tested this prediction using the financial strain326

question, the objective and the subjective resources variables. As predicted, individuals who327

report that managing financially is “very difficult” had a 35% higher variance in their risk328

taking answers (F(4590,250)= 0.74, 𝑝 < 0.001). This also goes, to a lesser extent, for people329

who reported that it was “quite difficult” to manage financially (Figure S1B).330

To test the same question with our (continuous) resource variables, we fitted linear regres-331

sions between resources and risk taking, keeping age and gender as controls, but without332

a changepoint and without random effects, so as not to neutralise the between-individual333

variance. Then, we predicted that squared residuals would decrease with resources in a new334

linear regression, that is, that the absolute deviation from the line of best fit would be larger335

at the bottom of the resource distribution. Since this analysis tests for the same prediction336

as the one above using the financial strain question, we apply a Holm-Bonferroni correction337

to the three p-values. The prediction was clearly met for both objective and subjective338

resources (𝛽 =-0.09 and 𝛽 = -0.07 respectively, 𝑝< 0.001 and 𝑝< 0.001).339
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Figure 4: Ratio of variances in risk taking below and above resource thresholds set at different
levels.

We visualised this effect by comparing variance in risk taking below and above some resources340

threshold, varying this threshold from the first percentile of the resource distribution to341

median value (Figure 4). For any threshold below the median, the variance was at least 17%342

higher in the bottom part of the distribution. This variance soars as the threshold goes to343

zero, in particular using subjective resources.344
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Are poorer participants less stable over time in their risk taking?345

Finally, we tested a slightly different prediction: participants with fewer resources should346

sometimes hover around the threshold, and should then alternate between taking and avoid-347

ing risks. We would thus expect that an individual with fewer resources varies more in risk348

taking over time. We computed the intra-personal variance in risk taking over all time peri-349

ods for every individual, and fitted a linear model between this variance over time and the350

average resource value.351

For objective and subjective resources, the association was in the predicted direction. It352

was significant with objective resources (standardised 𝛽 = -0.14, 𝑝 = 0.004), but not with353

subjective resources (standardised 𝛽 = -0.058, 𝑝 = 0.22). It must be noted here that the354

statistical power of these two tests was much lower than the previous ones: since they355

aggregated all the responses from the same individual, they are based on only 485 data356

points, against 4819 before.357

Exploratory analysis (non-preregistered)358

Table 4: Extreme risk taking prevalence among low-
resources categories

Categories % of risk takers % of risk avoiders n

Full sample 6 17.4 4,882

Bottom 5% in objective resources 8.4 34.7 *** 242

Bottom 5% in subjective resources 12 *** 23.7 * 243

Finding it ’very difficult’ to manage financially 6.4 41.4 *** 254

‘Completely Dissatisfied’ with income 8.8 39.3 *** 297

Got hungry for financial reasons during the last week 14 *** 33.7 *** 330

Used a foodbank in the last month 11.2 * 39.4 *** 188

Stars denote the p-values of tests comparing the category with the rest of the sample, using t-tests to
compare means, F-tests to compare variances and Chi-squared tests to compare prevalences. In each
column, the set of p-values was corrected for multiple comparisons, using Holm-Bonferroni method. Stars
represent significance levels: * p < 0.05; ** p < 0.01; *** p < 0.001

In Table 4, we present the prevalence of extreme risk taking among six different disadvan-359

taged categories (the 5% with the lowest levels of objective and subjective resources, the360

participants reporting the most financial strain or the lowest income satisfaction, the ones361

reporting food insecurity or the use of a food bank). We defined participants as ‘risk avoiders’362
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when they accepted no bets, and as ‘risk takers’ when they accepted more than four bets.363

We use this term because a participant accepting more than four bets necessarily preferred a364

risky bet to a safe one that had a higher expected payoff (for instance, a 50% chance of get-365

ting 800€, rather than 500€ for sure. In Table S1, we expand this table, adding descriptive366

statistics of risk taking.367

In each of the deprived categories, risk avoiders (17% of the full sample) were more frequent,368

significantly so for every category, ranging 10% for the bottom 5% in subjective resources, to369

41% for participants finding it “very difficult” to manage financially. Risk takers (6% of the370

full sample) were also more frequent in all categories, significantly so for subjective resources371

(12%), food insecurity (14%) and users of a foodbank (11.2%). Since risk takers were about372

3 times rarer than risk avoiders, the power of these tests was much lower. Also, risk taking373

was on average lower (significantly in four categories, except subjective resources and food374

insecurity), but the variance in risk taking was between 31% and 73% higher than in the full375

sample (𝑝 < .001 for all categories) (see Table S2).376

We were interested in knowing whether this finding was specific to risk taking and to partic-377

ipants with few resources. Therefore, we did the same analysis on (i) the top 5% answers in378

terms of objective and subjective resources (Table S3, line 2 and 3), and (ii) using the time379

discounting variable of the dataset, instead of risk taking (Table S3). We preregistered this380

analysis as a follow up (https://osf.io/vebcd).381

For the top 5% in resources, we predicted (i) that there would be fewer risk avoiders among382

the top 5% and (ii) that variance in risk taking would not be more than 30% higher than in383

the full sample – that is, that the difference would be lower than the lowest ones obtained384

with deprived categories. In fact, risk avoiders were less frequent than in the full sample385

(significantly so with objective resources), and variance was significantly smaller in both386

cases (see Table S2).387

With time discounting, we predicted (i) that there would be more individuals with high388

time discounting (defined as making only immediate choices), but (ii) not more individuals389

with low time discounting (defined as making no immediate choices) in each of the six poor390

categories than in the full sample, and (iii) that similarly, variance would not be more than391

30% higher. In all categories, high time discounting was at least twice as frequent in the392

deprived categories. In the bottom 5% of objective resources, our two other predictions were393

not supported: variance in time discounting was 44% higher than in the full sample, and394

low time discounting was slightly more frequent (22.4%) than in the full sample (18%). In395

the five other categories, all predictions were supported: variance was between 6% and 27%396

higher than in the full sample, and low time discounting was less frequent (between 8% and397

15%) than in the full sample (18%).398

Finally, as another test of comprehension, we examined whether individuals with fewer re-399

sources were more likely to produce inconsistent answers in the risk questions. Among the400

full sample, we categorized 6.5% of the answers as inconsistent, in the sense that the partici-401

pant refused a bet that was more profitable than another bet they accepted. However, both402

objective and subjective resources were not correlated with consistency (𝑟 = 0 and 𝑟 = 0.05,403

respectively), providing no evidence for differences in comprehension.404
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Discussion405

Summary of results406

In a panel of adults from France and the UK, we investigated the association between (lack407

of) resources and risk taking. We found clear evidence that having low resources is associated408

with a higher variance in risk taking (Figure 4), and with a large increase in both extreme409

risk avoidance and extreme risk taking (Table S2). This result is so clear in our data that410

it seems surprising that it was not already found elsewhere. This might be due to most411

social science research focusing on linear relations, and undersampling of individuals who412

are below the threshold. We look forward to future studies of the desperation threshold in413

other datasets, on risk taking and future discounting as well as other domains of cognition414

and behaviors.415

Our finding that poverty is associated with both risk avoidance and risk taking is important416

in several ways. First, as noted, it reconciles two opposing perspectives on poverty and risk417

taking, which (1) named ‘vulnerability’ and ‘desperation’. In our sample, a larger proportion418

of individuals living in situations of poverty avoid risk, suggesting that they have to have419

‘too much to lose’. At the same time, a larger proportion declare themselves ready to take420

risks that are on average detrimental, suggesting they have ‘little to lose’. We also proposed421

an explanation for why poverty could lead to either vulnerability or desperation: the ‘desper-422

ation threshold’, an hypothesis that is analogous to other social sciences theories (33–35, 38,423

39, 52, 53). Our study provides a new source of evidence for the desperation threshold model.424

Until now, tests of the model have mainly either been conducted either (i) in a lab, where425

poverty (or more precisely, ‘need’) is artificially induced (34, 40–45), or (ii) in populations426

where starvation is a realistic possibility (27–29, 48, 49). Our study suggests that a formally427

equivalent mechanism can apply in the real world to more affluent populations, and that428

‘desperate’ risk taking can happen when starvation is unlikely.429

The desperation threshold not only predicts that poverty can produce both risk avoidance430

and risk taking, but makes a more precise prediction. Individuals should avoid risk just above431

a ‘desperation threshold’ yet seek risk below it. That should translate into a V-shape between432

risk taking and resources (Figure 1B). Most previous real-world studies only searched for an433

increase in risk taking when poverty increased (28, 29, 49, 54). In our study, we aimed to434

simultaneously test the increase and the decrease. Our findings clearly show that both risk435

taking and risk avoidance were more common among participants with the fewest resources436

(Table 4). Yet, the evidence for a V-shape is less clear: we obtained the predicted V-shape437

when using our subjective resources measure and a segmented regression model, but not438

when using our objective resources measure or a polynomial model. In our preregistration,439

we stated the expectation that we would like less likely obtain this V-shape: it requires (i)440

our resources measure to be precise enough to tell apart individuals just-above from the ones441

just-below the threshold, and (ii) that the threshold itself does not vary too much between442

individuals.443

Even though we did not anticipate it, we can propose post-hoc explanations to the finding that444

we only obtained the predicted V-shape when using subjective resources and a segmented445
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model. The segmented model might be better suited to test our hypothesis: it fits one446

relationship on only the very bottom part of the resource distribution, while a polynomial447

regression fits the whole sample at once. Polynomial regressions can also be unreliable for448

making predictions for extreme values of the independent variable (55), the case we are449

mainly interested in here.450

As for the measure, subjective resources produced more pronounced results than objective451

resources in all analyses (Figure 2, Figure 4, Table S2, and – on time discounting – Table452

S3). This could mean that it is simply a better measure of poverty, and that people are453

quite good at estimating their own situation. In particular, their self-assessment could take454

into account savings and anticipations of the future, whereas our objective measure did not.455

This echoes the recurrent finding that subjective socio-economic status is more predictive of456

health outcomes than objective socio-economic status (56–58). Importantly, the desperation457

threshold might differ between individuals, as some individuals have higher needs. We tried458

to capture this in our objective measure, by dividing income by essential costs (energy, water,459

taxes and accommodation costs). Yet, there are likely other ‘needs’ that were not measured,460

in particular food. For its part, our subjective measure was constructed on questions where461

participants estimated their risk of lacking resources in the near future. It should, intuitively,462

better incorporate those needs, since participants estimated for themselves their risk of lack-463

ing resources. Furthermore, our objective resources variable measures flows of resources over464

a month (income and essential costs), but does not capture stocks (capital). It could thus465

measure variations in resources, rather than the total amount of resources available, which466

determines whether an individual can make ends meet. An individual who is spending more467

than he earned that month but has savings should not be considered as ‘desperate’ from our468

point of view. In our sample, 1.6% of the answers have higher essential costs than income469

over a month. Our objective measure places those answers at the very bottom of the re-470

sources distribution. Those points likely reflect an exceptional expense or an unusually low471

income over one month, that massively influences our objective measure – probably more472

so than our subjective measure, which should also capture savings and anticipations of the473

future. Actually, it might be impossible for an extremely poor individual to spend more than474

he earns, if he has no savings and no options to borrow money. That being said, subjective475

measures of resources risk being influenced by psychological states, which brings a danger of476

circularity. It is possible, for instance, that some individuals are panicking because of some477

unmeasured factor, and therefore report both a higher readiness to take risks and a worse478

subjective financial situation. In this case, our results still suggest that high financial worries479

can produce both risk taking and risk avoidance, which is also a new finding, pertaining to480

the effect of subjective financial strain rather than objective material conditions.481

Alternative explanations482

The ‘desperation threshold’ model proposes that poverty causes variations in risk taking,483

but our data only provide evidence for associations. Yet, our finding that populations in484

poverty are ‘polarized’ in terms of risk taking, with a mixture of risk avoiders and risk takers,485

enriches the traditional picture of the link between poverty and risk taking.486

This result could be produced by different mechanisms. First, causality could be reversed.487
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If risk taking was an entirely stable personality trait, one would expect extreme risk taking488

or risk aversion to produce a higher chance of poverty. Indeed, some of the most risk prone489

individuals would end up very poor as the risks they took have not paid off, while the most490

risk averse individuals would refuse profitable opportunities, and end up poorer than average.491

However, risk taking is only moderately stable over time in our data (ICC = .48), in line492

with other findings (59, 60). Moreover, there is evidence short-term variations in resources493

can modify risk taking. Using the same data and measures, (50) found that short-term494

reductions in the objective resources variable were associated with short-term reduction in495

risk taking. Recently, (47) also found that individuals most dependent on social security496

were ready to take more risks the week before welfare checks arrived.497

Poverty could also produce our results through a different mechanism. For instance, a lower498

education or a lower cognitive capacity due to financial stress (61) could lead individuals499

with fewer resources to not understand the risk questions as well. Though, we did not find a500

clear association between resources and consistency in risk answers. This class of explanation501

would also predict that individuals in poverty misunderstand other questions as well, and502

would display extreme scores in other domains than risk taking. In our data, the “time503

discounting” questions were similar in terms of language, and allow for comparison. To test504

for this alternative explanation, we replicated our exploratory analysis using time discounting.505

Our results (section 4.4) suggest that deprived individuals also vary more in terms of time506

discounting. But with five of our six measures, we found the increase in variance to be507

lower than 30% – which was our preregistered prediction, based on our finding that the508

increase was between 31% and 73% for risk taking. In the most deprived categories, steep509

time discounting was more frequent, but flat time discounting was less frequent, whereas the510

alternative explanation would predict both to be more frequent.511

Our results could also be driven by measurement error: some participants may fill the survey512

less seriously, and report extreme levels of both resources and risk taking, in either direction.513

But if so, we would find the same phenomenon not only on time discounting, but also514

among the individuals with high objective resources value. It is not the case: the top 5%515

in objective and subjective resources had a lower variance in risk taking, and fewer extreme516

answers (Table S2).517

Limitations518

The Changing Cost of Living sample was not representative of UK or French populations.519

There were no participants below the age of 25, and few over 45. Also, the recruitment via520

online participation platforms produced an oversampling of individuals with low incomes521

(for more details, see (50)). This could have been an advantage to test our hypothesis, which522

requires plenty of low income individuals to detect the pattern.523

Our risk taking measure also has limitations. Hypothetical lotteries measures may have524

a suboptimal external validity. They predict behaviors like portfolio choice, occupational525

choice, smoking, or migration (21), but less well than “general risk questions”, like “Are you526

generally a risk taking person or do you try to avoid risks?” (21, 62). This second measure527

also tends to be more stable over time, and have a higher ‘convergent validity’ - that is, ability528
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to generalize across domains of risk taking (21). However, the ‘desperation threshold’ only529

applies to risks related to resources. It can make a clear prediction on hypothetical lotteries530

(figure 1B), but not on the aforementioned question. Moreover, our goal was to capture531

risk taking as a response to current material conditions rather than a lasting personality532

trait, the lower temporal stability is thus not a disadvantage for our research question. The533

hypothetical gambles thus seemed appropriate for our study, even if imperfect, for example534

because they were not actually incentivized.535

Implications536

Our study has important social implications, both to explain and to remedy problems as-537

sociated with poverty. In our data, people in poverty were more likely to (i) avoid risk538

even when it would, on average, benefit them, and to (ii) take risks even when it will, on539

average, be detrimental. In both cases, such individuals are further from ‘expected payoff’540

decision-making, which is, by definition, optimal if one wants to maximize resources in the541

long-term. In a way, the desperation threshold makes it optimal to make decisions that are542

long-term sub-optimal from a poverty-reduction perspective.543

More concretely, (1) points that both ‘poverty as vulnerability’ and ‘poverty as desperation’544

can lock people in poverty: if people in poverty have too much to lose, they refrain from545

investing because the potential losses would be harmful ; if they have little to lose, they have546

“no obvious reason to want to repay” (p.62) a loan, and therefore no one would lend them547

resources. In both cases, it is harder for them to escape poverty. In previous research in548

economics, risk aversion has often been deemed as the cause of suboptimal decisions – in549

particular in agricultural economics, where it was proposed as the cause of field scattering550

(e.g, (63)) or refusal to adopt new, more profitable, technologies (64) .551

‘Desperate risk taking’ likely imposes major costs on individuals, communities, and society at552

large. When below the desperation threshold, our model predicts that people will take risks553

even when they have a negative expected payoff (Figure 1B). In our data, the proportion of554

participants ready to take such ‘bad risks’ was doubled in the most marginal categories like555

the food insecure (table S1). In reality, risks that people in poverty have access to are likely556

to fall into this category: they lack the money to invest in risky but profitable assets, and557

can only borrow with astronomical interest rates (65) . Also, a desperate individual needs558

resources urgently, to fulfill a basic need. The most obvious way to get resources quickly559

without investing might be to engage in property crime. It is a particularly risky activity: it560

poses the fundamental uncertainty of being caught and punished.561

In some cases, it is thus plausible that desperate risk taking takes the form of crime. Em-562

pirically, risk taking (measured by hypothetical lotteries) has indeed been found to strongly563

predict property crime (66) . Crime (and in particular property crime) is more frequent in564

deprived (12) or unequal (67, 68) populations, a phenomenon that some attribute to a ‘little565

to lose’ feeling (15, 69), or to “a mind-set in which offenders are seeking less to maximize566

their gains than to deal with a present crisis” (70).567

However, if we equate willingness to take risks and willingness to engage in property crime,568

our model and our data have a counter-intuitive prediction. It is possible that people in569
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poverty are, on average, more law-abiding (risk taking is on average lower, see Table S2),570

and yet, most crime occurs there, since people ready to take extreme risks are mostly found571

among them (Figure 2). This could, in turn, create discrimination: people in poverty could572

be suspected and mistrusted more, even though the majority of them are on the contrary573

especially unlikely to engage in crime. In other words, the fact that a minority of people in574

poverty are in a situation where they have to take risks might create a stigma affecting also575

people in poverty. This could generate the fact that poorer people are, empirically, trusted576

less (71), even though they might be less likely to engage in unethical behavior (72, 73).577

Finally, the desperation threshold has implications for the welfare system. By helping to meet578

basic needs under any conditions, social security should alleviate the desperation thresholds,579

and therefore ‘smooth’ individuals’ utility function. This should reduce both extreme risk580

aversion (one has less to lose if there is a strong safety net) and extreme risk taking (des-581

peration would become rarer, or impossible). Empirically, both risk aversion (74) and crime582

rates (75) have been found to be lower in countries that have a stronger welfare state, which583

may indicate that such smoothing takes place.584
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Figure S1: Mean and variance in risk taking for participants, grouped by their answer in the
’managing financially’ question

Table S1: Standardised coefficients of the model using
subjective resources as independent variable, and the al-
ternative changepoint.

Variable Estimate Std. Error df t value p-value

Intercept 0.015 0.057 1029 0.258 0.796

Subjective Resources (before changepoint) -0.345 0.153 3923 -2.247 0.025 *

Subjective Resources (after changepoint) 0.069 0.025 2958 2.795 0.005 **

Age -0.09 0.033 552 -2.717 0.007 **

Gender: prefers not to say -0.292 0.234 4603 -1.248 0.212

Gender: self-describe -1.137 0.82 4813 -1.386 0.166

Gender: woman -0.221 0.061 731 -3.642 0 ***

p-values are uncorrected and rounded to three decimals. Stars represent significance levels: * p < 0.05; ** p <
0.01; *** p < 0.001
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Figure S2: Deviance of the statistical models depending on the changepoint location, using
objective (A) and subjective (B) resources
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Table S2: Risk taking statistics by resources categories

Categories Mean risk taking Variance in risk taking % of risk takers % of risk avoiders n

Full sample 2.31 2.57 6 17.4 4,882

Top 5% in objective resources 2.47 2.11 * 6.2 10.4 * 242

Top 5% in subjective resources 2.32 2.09 ** 4.7 15.5 429

Bottom 5% in objective resources 1.94 * 3.51 *** 8.4 34.7 *** 242

Bottom 5% in subjective resources 2.29 3.72 *** 12 *** 23.7 * 243

Finding it ’very difficult’ to manage financially 1.67 *** 3.38 ** 6.4 41.4 *** 254

‘Completely Dissatisfied’ with income 1.74 *** 3.68 *** 8.8 39.3 *** 297

Got hungry for financial reasons during the last week 2.15 4.29 *** 14 *** 33.7 *** 330

Used a foodbank in the last month 1.92 * 4.45 *** 11.2 * 39.4 *** 188

Stars denote the p-values of tests comparing the category with the rest of the sample, using t-tests to compare means, F-tests to compare variances and
Chi-squared tests to compare prevalences. In each column, the set of p-values was corrected for multiple comparisons, using Holm-Bonferroni method.
Stars represent significance levels: * p < 0.05; ** p < 0.01; *** p < 0.001
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Table S3: Time discounting statistics by disadvantaged
categories

Categories Mean time discounting Variance in time discounting % of high discount % of low discount n

Full sample 3.17 4.98 13.5 18 4,882

Top 5% in objective resources 2.36 *** 3.87 5.8 ** 21.7 242

Top 5% in subjective resources 2.71 *** 4.35 8 ** 23.2 * 429

Bottom 5% in objective resources 3.65 7.19 *** 30 *** 22.4 242

Bottom 5% in subjective resources 4.1 6.35 * 31.2 *** 15 243

Finding it ’very difficult’ to manage financially 5.05 *** 5.63 51 *** 8 *** 254

‘Completely Dissatisfied’ with income 4.83 *** 5.53 44.6 *** 9.9 ** 297

Got hungry for financial reasons during the last week 4.58 *** 5.29 36.8 *** 8.2 *** 330

Used a foodbank in the last month 4.39 *** 6.07 37.2 *** 12.8 188

Stars denote the p-values of tests comparing the category with the rest of the sample, using t-tests to compare means, F-tests to compare variances and
Chi-squared tests to compare prevalences. In each column, the set of p-values was corrected for multiple comparisons, using Holm-Bonferroni method. Stars
represent significance levels: * p < 0.05; ** p < 0.01; *** p < 0.001
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